NEW IDENTITY
FOR THE NTN-SNR SPHERICAL ROLLER BEARING RANGE
FOR EVEN MORE PERFORMANCE

- SNR ULTAGE marking
- Unchanged product reference
- Italy origin
- New reinforced box
- New locking tongue
- Unchanged label with hologram
- ULTAGE logo and «Made in Italy» stamp

NEW RANGE
ULTAGE, the new generation of high performance spherical roller bearings, provides extended service life, higher operating speeds, reduced maintenance costs and contributes to the protection of the environment. This range is available in all dimensional series.

THE LAUNCH POLICY
From May 2013, SNR Premier spherical roller bearings will progressively be replaced by NTN-SNR ULTAGE bearings. During the transition period of approximately 8 months, you may receive deliveries that are a mixture of both ULTAGE and PREMIER boxes.

To maintain a continuous level of performance, the bearings packed in the PREMIER boxes already incorporate all the technological improvements of the new ULTAGE bearings.

www.ntn-snr.com
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